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SUMMARY
This review aims to summarize current data describing the characteristics
of bovine coronavirus (BCV) and the three clinical syndromes with which
this virus is associated. The first half of this paper Consists of a general
description of the virus, commencing with a brief outline of the methods
used for in vitro growth. The structure of the virus is then described in
more detail, with particular reference to the structure and functions of the
four major viral proteins. This is followed by an outline of the unique replication strategy adopted by coronaviruses. The second half of this review
discusses the clinical significance of the virus, beginning with a detailed
account of BCV-induced neonatal calf diarrhoea, the clinical syndrome
with which this virus is most commonly associated. The clinical and epidemiological importance of BCV respiratory tract infection is then discussed, and finally the evidence supporting the aetiological role of BCV in
outbreaks of winter dysentery in adult cattle is examined.

INTRODUCTION
Definition
Bovine coronavirus (BCV) was first reported by Mebus et al. (1972, 1973a), and
is now widely recognized as an important cause of neonatal calf diarrhoea. The
virus also infects the bovine respiratory tract and has been associated with winter
dysentery in adult cattle. There has been a single report of accidental transmission
of BCV from experimentally inoculated calves to a human investigator (Storz &
Rott, 1981), but until further evidence becomes available the zoonotic potential of
BCV must remain open to question.
Bovine coronax4rus belongs to antigenic group 2 of the Coronaviridae family of
viruses (coronaviruses), and for further information on BCV and other members
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of this family readers should refer to the recent reviews published by Babiuk et al.
(1985), Siddell (1987), Spaan et al. (1988, 1990), Holmes (1990) and Lai (1990).
In vitro g r o w t h
Despite problems in virus isolation, BCV has now been grown in both tracheal
and gut organ cultures (Stott et al., 1976; Bridger et al., 1978a, b; McNulty et al.,
1984) and also in a large number of cell lines including human rectal tumour-18
(HRT-18), Vero, Madin Darby bovine kidney (MDBK) and Madin Darby canine
kidney 1 (MDCK1) (Laporte et al., 1979; Dea et al., 1980b; Schultze et al., 1991b).
Addition of exogenous trypsin enhances or promotes the growth of BCV in many
cell lines including Vero, bovine foetal thyroid (BFTy), bovine foetal brain (BFB)
and bovine embryonic lung (BEL) (Dea et al., 1980b; Storz et al., 1981; Toth,
1982). Virus growth in early passages in cell culture is typically without the production of a recognizable cytopathic effect (CPE). Later passages may result in a
marked CPE characterized by syncytia formation and cell detachment, the precise
CPE varying with both the virus strain and the host cell type. Plaques are observed
when inoculated cultures are overlayed with agarose, and the addition of trypsin
may enhance both CPE and plaque formation (Storz et al., 1981; Vautherot, 1981;
Hirano et al., 1985; St. Cyr-Coats & Storz, 1988; Payne & Storz, 1990).
A n i m a l models o f infection

At present colostrum deprived gnotobiotic or conventional calves are the only
animal models of BCV enteric infection. Dea et al. (1980a) failed to demonstrate
BCV replication in other species, although a number of groups have demonstrated encephalitis in neonatal mice following inoculation with BCV via the
intranasal or preferably the intracerebral route (Kaye et al., 1975; Akashi et al.,
1981; Gerna et al., 1981; Barthoid et al., 1990).

STRUCTURE
Morphology

Bovine coronavirus particles are pleomorphic to rounded in shape, varying in
diameter from 80 to 160 nm and with a mean diameter of about 120 nm. Well preserved virions present a characteristic appearance when negatively stained preparations are examined under the electron microscope (EM). The virus envelope is
seen as a distinct pair of electron dense shells from which the spike (S) glycoproteins (gps) radiate to form a fringe of surface projections (spikes or peplomers).
These petal shaped spikes are about 20 nm long and lie external to a second
fringe of shorter projections formed by the haemagglutinin-esterase (HE) gps.
Both types of surface projection may be lost during sample storage and preparation, so virions which either partially or completely lack these surface projections are also frequently observed (Sharpee et al., 1976; Bridger et al., 1978b; Dea et
al., 1980a; Roseto et al., 1982).
Virus proteins

Bovine coronavirus particles possess four major structural proteins: the nucleo-
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Fig. 1. A diagrammatic model of BCV structure. The viral envelope consists of a lipid bilayer
derived fi'om intracellnlar membranes of the host cell and three major virus proteins: M, S and
HE. The M gp spans the viral envelope and interacts with the nucleocapsid, whilst the S and
HE gps project from the viral envelope. The helical nucleocapsid lies internal to the envelope
and consists of a single strand of non-segmented RNA and malay molecules of the viral N
protein.

capsid protein N, the integral m e m b r a n e gp M (formerly matrix gp, E l ) , the spike
gp S (formerly p e p l o m e r gp, E2) and the haemagglutinin-esterase gp H E
(formerly haemagglutinin gp, E3) (King & Brian, 1982; Brian et al., 1983; Deregt et
al., 1983, 1987; V a u t h e r o t & Laporte, 1983; St. Cyr-Coats et al., 1988). T h e N protein lies internal to the virus envelope and is associated with the viral RNA, the M
gp spans the viral envelope whilst the S and H E gps project from the envelope
(Fig. 1). A n u m b e r o f m i n o r structural and non-structural proteins have also b e e n
described (Babiuk et al., 1985; Cox et al., 1989; A b r a h a m et aL, 1990b).

Nucleocapsid protein, N
T h e N protein is non-glycosylated, has a m o l e c u l a r weight (MW) o f 50-52 kDa
and can form disulphide-linked trimers (MW 160 kDa) u n d e r n o n - r e d u c i n g conditions. T h e g e n e e n c o d i n g the N protein has been s e q u e n c e d in the Mebus (M)
and F15 strains o f BCV (Lapps et al., 1987; Cruciere & Laporte, 1988): only m i n o r
s e q u e n c e differences were d e t e c t e d between these two viruses. T h e e n c o d e d protein is rich in serine residues, and these may be phosphorylated. T h e N protein is
also rich in basic a m i n o acids, which are c o n c e n t r a t e d in regions r e p r e s e n t i n g the
sites o f g e n o m i c RNA binding. Many molecules o f the N protein are associated
with the g e n o m e to f o r m a long, flexible, helical nucleocapsid.
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Integral membrane glycoprotein, M
The M gp exists as a series of species which have different levels of glycosylation
on an identical protein backbone. It is thought to originate as an unglycosylated
precursor protein with a MW of about 22 kDa. Subsequent addition of one or two
oligosaccharide side chains, each with a MW of about 2 kDa, results in species with
MWs of about 24 and 26 kDa. The carbohydrates are joined by O-linked glycosidic
bonds (King & Brian, 1982; Deregt et al., 1987). The gene encoding the M gp of M
strain BCV has been sequenced by Lapps et al. (1987), and analysis of sequence
data for this and other coronaviruses has led to the proposal that the M gp has
three distinct domains. A 5 kDa hydrophilic amino-terminal (N-terminal) domain
lies external to the virus envelope, and contains all the carbohydrate present in
the protein. The central domain forms three hydrophobic tz-helices which span
the lipid bilayer three times whilst the carboxy-terminal (C-terminal) domain lies
on the inner surface of the viral envelope and interacts with the nucleocapsid.
Spike gl~,coprotein, S
The S gp exists either as an uncleared 190 kDa precursor or as two cleavage
products which migrate on polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) as a single
band (100 kDa) or as two closely related bands (90 and 110 kDa). In the majority
of cell lines the S gp is present as the cleaved form, but when the virus is grown in
cells such as bovine foetal spleen (BFS) or BFB, exogenous trypsin is required for
cleavage (Storz et al., 1981; St. Cyr-Coats et al., 1988). The genes encoding the S gp
of six different strains of BCV have been sequenced, and have been found to be
highly consewed (Abraham et al., 1990a; Boireau et aL, 1990; Parker et al., 1990b;
Zhang et al., 1991). The encoded protein contains 1363 amino acids and 19 potential N-linked glycosylation sites. A peptidase cleavage site has been identified at
amino acids 764-768, allowing cleavage of the S precursor into S1 and $2 subunits
which represent the N-terminal and C-termi,lal cleavage products respectively.
The $2 subunit contains a C-terminal hydrophobic s-helix which anchors the Sgp
in the virus membrane, whilst two amphipathic at-helices form the stalk which supports the outer bulbous S1 subunit.
The S gp has several important functions, the first of which is to bind to the host
cell receptor during initiation of infection. Both isolated S gp and intact virions
agglutinate mouse, rat and adult chicken red blood cells by binding to a receptor
on the erythrocyte surface which contains a modified sialic acid residue, N-acetyl9-O-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu 5, 9 Ac.,). It has been postulated that the same
residue may act as a receptor on the target cell membrane during the infection
process (Vlasak et al., 1988b; Schultze et al.. 1990, 1991a). The S gp is also important in membrane fusion events: at the start of infection it induces fusion of the
virus envelope with the cell membrane and later in infection it induces cell-to-cell
fllsion resulting in the spread of virus between cells and the formation of syncytia.
Cleavage of the S gp is required for activation of its cell fusion activity, which is
mediated by the $2 subunit (Storz et al., 1981; Payne & Storz, 1988; St. Cyr-Coats et
al., 1988; Yoo et aL, 1991a). The S gp contains important neutralizing epitopes,
and monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) directed against this protein neutralize the
virus both in vitro and in vivo (Deregt <,1 td., 1989b). Strongly neutralizing mAbs
have been mapped to two regions on the S1 subtmit, and a further two regions
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have been defined by non-neutralizing mAbs on each of the $1 and $2 subunits
(Deregt & Babiuk, 1987; Deregt et al., 1989a; Vautherot et al., 1990; Yoo et al.,
1990, 1991b).
Haemagglutinin-esterase

glycoprotein, H E
The HE gp is a disulphide linked dimer with a MW of 120-140 kDa. It is
reduced by 2-mercaptoethanol to two identical monomers, each with a MW of
65 kDa. The gene encoding the HE gp has been sequenced in the Quebec and M
strains of BCV, the reported sequences differing by only two bases which lead to a
change in just one amino acid (Parker et al., 1989; Kienzle et al., 1990). The encoded protein contains 424 amino acids, nine potential sites for N-linked glycosylation and a C-terminal membrane anchoring domain. The primary translation
product has a MW of 42.5 kDa. This protein is glycosylated to yield a 59 kDa
monomer, which rapidly undergoes dimerization by the formation of disulphide
bonds before further glycosylation yields the mature gp (Deregt et aL, 1987;
Hogue et al., 1989; Parker et al., 1990a).
Bovine coronavirus induces both haemagglutination and haemadsorption, the
latter term referring to the process by which erythrocytes are adsorbed to the
membranes of infected cells (Sharpee et al., 1976; Kienzle et al., 1990; Payne &
Storz, 1990). It was initially proposed that the HE gp was the sole haemagglutinating protein of BCV (King & Brian, 1982; King et al., 1985) but it has now been
demonstrated that both the S and the HE gps cause haemagglutination by binding to surface receptors containing Neu 5, 9Acz (Schultze et aL, 1991a, b). The HE
gp is in fact a less potent haemagglutinin than the S gp, as it only agglutinates
erythrocytes from mice and rats and not those from adult chickens which bear
fewer surface receptors (Schultze et al., 1991a). At present it is unclear why BCV
contains two receptor-binding proteins, particularly since many coronaviruses lack
the HE gp. In common with the S gp, the HE gp contains important neutralizing
epitopes, and mAbs directed against the HE gp neutralize the virus both in vitro
and in vivo (Deregt et al., 1989b). Two independent epitopes (A and C) and a
third overlapping epitope (B) have been defined on this protein; strongly neutralizing mAbs all mapped to epitope A (Deregt & Babiuk, 1987; Parker et al.,
1989, 1990a; Vautherot et al., 1990).
The HE gp also contains a receptor destroying enzyme (RDE) which cleaves an
ester linkage to release 9-O-acetyl residues from sialic acids and which therefore
inactivates the erythrocyte receptor (Neu 5, 9Ac,.,) for BCV. Activation of this
enzyme causes the virus to elute from erythrocytes when the temperature is raised
to 37°C (Vlasak et al., 1988a, b; Parker et al., 1990a; Vautherot et al., 1990; Schultze
et al., 1991b; Storz et al., 1991). The RDE is probably involved in the early stages of
virus replication, as enzyme inhibition greatly reduces viral infectivity (Vlasak et al.,
1988a).
The HE gp of BCV bears both a structural and functional resemblance to the
HE protein of type C influenza viruses. An amino acid sequence homology of.
29.7% has been demonstrated between the HE protein of BCV and the HA1 subunit of the influenza C virus HE protein (Kienzle et aL, 1990), and the HE proteins
of both viruses induce haemagglutination, bind to receptors containing Neu 5,
9Ac,_, and possess a receptor destroying acetylesterase enzyme (Vlasak et aL,
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1988a, b; Schultze et aL, 1990, 1991a, b; Storz et al., 1991). On the basis of these
observations it has been proposed that coronaviruses may have acquired the HE
gene from the influenza C viruses by a non-homologous recombination event
(Luytjes et al., 1988).
Ge'lzo•e
The BCV genome consists of a single strand of non-segmented RNA of positive
sense (Guy & Brian, 1979). It is about 27-30 kb in size, and is organized into seven
regions which each contain one or more open reading frames. The regions are
separated by reinitiation sites (junction sequences), and these contain the signal
for the transcription of the subgenomic messenger RNAs. The 5' end of the genome encodes for non-structural proteins including the viral RNA polymerase
enzyme, whilst the gene order for the structural proteins is: 5'-HE-S-M-N-3' (Spaan
et aL, 1988).

STRAIN VARIATION
The BCV isolates studied to date all belong to a single serotype as polyclonal sera
have only detected very minor antigenic variations (Bridger et al., 1978b; Dea et al.,
1982; EI-Ghorr et al., 1989; Heckert et al., 1991c; Tsunemitsu et al., 1991). Monoclonal antibodies have detected variations on the N, S and HE proteins and some
isolates also vary in their physicochemical properties and in their ability to produce a CPE and form plaques in cultured cell monolayers (Dea et al., 1980a;
Vautherot & Laporte, 1983; Vautherot et al., 1984; St. Cyr-Coats & Storz, 1988;
Czerny & Eichhorn, 1989; Deregt et al., 1989b; EI-Ghorr et al., 1989; Clark et al.,
1990; Hussain et aL, 1991).

REPLICATION
The unique replication strategy of coronaviruses has been described in several
recent reviews (Siddell, 1987; Spaan et al., 1988; Holmes, 1990; Lai, 1990). Studies
on BCV indicate that this virus replicates in a manner similar to that of the other
coronaviruses (Doughri et al., 1976; Tektoff et al., 1983; Keck et al., 1988; Hofmann
et al., 1990), and the aim of this section is therefore merely to highlight the most
important aspects of coronavirus replication.
It seems likely that BCV attaches via both the S and HE gps to receptors
(possibly Neu 5, 9Acz) on the target cell membrane (Vlasak et al., 1988b; Schultze
et al., 1991a, b). The precise mechanism by which the virus then enters the cell is
uncertain. Uptake may be achieved either by direct fusion of the virus envelope
with the plasma membrane of the cell, or by endocytosis followed by fusion of the
virus envelope with the membranes of endocytic vesicles (Payne & Storz, 1988;
Payne et at, 1990b; Yoo et al., 1991a).
O n c e inside the cell virus replication occurs entirely within the cell cytoplasm.
The genomic RNA first attaches to ribosomes and directs the synthesis of RNA
d e p e n d e n t RNA polymerase. This enzyme directs transcription of a complementary full length (-) strand of RNA from the genomic (+) strand. The (-) strand
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RNA serves as a template for synthesis of full length genomic RNA and also seven
subgenomic mRNAs, which form a 3' nested set with common 3' ends. Each
mRNA contains all the nucleotide sequence of the next smallest mRNA plus an
extra gene at the 5' end which is referred to as the unique region. The 5' ends also
have a common leader sequence of 60-70 bases, and it has been suggested that
this leader sequence originates from the 3' end of the (-) strand RNA by a discontinuous leader primed transcription mechanism. In this model, leader RNA transcribed from the 3' end of the (-) strand RNA would separate from the rest of the
template but still remain bound to the polymerase enzyme. The leader sequence-polymerase complex would then bind by base pairing at specific non-coding
regions called reinitiation sites on the (-) strand RNA, where it would act as a
primer for synthesis of the rest of the mRNA. It is likely that this proposed model
of mRNA synthesis is still incomplete, particularly since it has recently been demonstrated that the mRNAs themselves undergo replication through a (-) strand
copy of each mRNA (Hofmann et al., 1990).
Only the unique regions of the mRNAs are translated, and most contain a single
open reading frame which codes for only one protein. Translation of the mRNAs
coding for the non-structural and N proteins occurs on free ribosomes in the cell
cytoplasm, whilst the M, S and HE gps are synthesized on ribosomes at the rough
endoplasmic reticulum (RER). The M gp is only glycosylated once it reaches the
Golgi apparatus, whereas the S and HE gps are glycosylated at the RER during
protein synthesis a n d the carbohydrate side chains subsequently modified during
transport through the Golgi apparatus. Virus assembly occurs by budding at the
membranes of the RER and Golgi apparatus, the site of assembly being determined by the restricted intracellular transport of the M gp. The N protein interacts with newly synthesized genomic RNA to form fragile nucleocapsids, which
align on the cytoplasmic surface of the membranes of the RER and Golgi due to
an interaction with the M gp. In these membranes the host cell proteins are
replaced by viral gps, and whole virions are pinched off and released into the
lumen.
Most BCV particles are released from intact cells using the normal cell secretory
mechanisms, although a few particles are released by lysis of dying cells. Excess S
and HE gps which have not been incorporated into virions are also transported to
the plasma membrane of the cell, where they may act as targets for the host's
immune response (Kienzle et al., 1990; Payne et al., 1990a).

BOVINE CORONAVIRUS AND NEONATAL CALF DIARRHOEA
Pathogenesis a n d pathology
The pathogenesis of BCV in the calf gastrointestinal tract and the associated
pathological findings have been described in detail by several groups including
Mebus et al. (1973b, 1975), Langpap et al. (1979), Bridger et aL (1978b) and.
Babiuk et al. (1985). The accompanying physiological changes have been reported
by Lewis & Phillips (1978). These findings are briefly summarized below.
Calves may be infected with BCV by both the oral and respiratory routes. Virus
infection of the enteric tract starts in the proximal small intestine and spreads
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throughout the small and large intestines. Virus replication occurs in the surface
epithelial cells, particularly in those on the distal half of the villi in the lower small
intestine. Infected cells die, slough off and are replaced by immature cells. In the
small intestine these changes result in stunting and fusion of adjacent villi, and in
the large intestine they lead to atrophy of the colonic ridges. On histological
examination it is seen that the tall columnar epithelial cells which normally line
the small intestinal villi and colonic ridges are replaced by cuboidal and squamous
epithelial cells, and in severe infections there may even be areas of complete
desquamation. These changes are accompanied by a decrease in the number of
goblet cells. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) demonstrates that there are
wide variations in the length and spacing of the microvilli on individual cells.
The absorptive capacity of the gut is severely diminished by the loss in surface
area and by the presence of immature cells. These cells retain some of their
secretory activity which leads to a further increase in the volume of fluid in the gut
lumen. At the same time the immature cells are unable to secrete the normal
digestive enzymes, so the digestive capacity of the gut is reduced. Undigested lactose accumulates in the gut lumen, leading to an increase in microbial activity and
an osmotic imbalance which draws more water into the gut. The decrease in digestive and absorptive capacities leads to diarrhoea, with loss of water and electrolytes. In severe infections, diarrhoea may lead to dehydration, acidosis and hypoglycaemia, and death may occur due to acute shock and heart failure. More
commonly the infection is serf-limiting, as the virus rarely attacks crypt epithelial
cells. The mitotic activity of these cells increases, producing immature cells which
are more resistant to virus infection and which migrate up the villi to replace the
damaged cells.
Clinical signs
The severity of BCV enteritis varies with both the age and immunological status
of the calf and the infective dose and strain of virus, diarrhoea developing more
quickly and being more severe in very young or colostrum deprived calves. The
clinical signs associated with BCV enteritis are indistinguishable from those associated with rotavirus infection. A yellow diarrhoea develops about 48 h after experimental infection and continues for 3-6 days: the virus may be detected in the faeces throughout this period. Calves are often dull and anorexic during the acute
stage of infection, and if diarrhoea is severe they may also become pyrexic and
dehydrated. The majority of calves recover, but a few may die if diarrhoea is particularly severe (Mebus et al., 1973b; Bridger et al., 1978b; Reynolds et al., 1985; Saif
et al., 1986).
Epidemiology
Bovine coronavirus has been reported in many countries and is probably distributed world wide (Mebus et al., 1972; Acres et al., 1975; Zygraich et al., 1975; Woode
et al., 1978; de Visser et al., 1987; Tsunemitsu et al., 1991). The virus is widespread
in cattle populations, and consequently serum antibodies to BCV can be detected
in the majority of adult cattle (Hajer & Storz, 1978; Rodak et al., 1982). The virus
may be detected in both diarrhoeic and healthy calves, the reported incidence
rates ranging from 8 to 69% and 0 to 24% for diarrhoeic and healthy calves
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respectively (Marsolais et al., 1978; Moon et al., 1978; Woode et al., 1978; Dea et al.,
1979; Langpap et al., 1979; Reynolds et al., 1986; Snodgrass et al., 1986). The virus
is frequently found in diarrhoeic faecal samples in conjunction with other enteropathogens, particularly rotavirus.
Bovine coronavirus causes enteritis in calves in both dairy and beef herds. Affected animals range in age from 1 day to about 3 months old, but diarrhoea typically
occurs at between 1 and 2 weeks of age (Langpap et al., 1979; Reynolds et al., 1986;
Mostl & Burki, 1988). Disease is more prevalent during the winter months, and
this may reflect the enhanced capacity of the virus to survive in a cool, moist
environment. Outbreaks of diarrhoea often occur in consecutive years on the
same farm, and this may be because the virus remains viable in the environment
from year to year. Bovine coronavirus is, however, a labile virus and outbreaks of
diarrhoea still occur if cows are transferred to clean ground at calving. It is therefore more likely that clinically normal adult cows which are persistently infected
with the virus act as a source of infection for susceptible calves. Bovine coronavirus
has been detected in the faeces of a high proportion (over 70%) of clinically normal adult cows, despite the presence of specific antibodies in the serum and faeces
(Crouch & Acres, 1984; Crouch et al., 1985). The rate of virus excretion increases
during the winter months and at parturition, and although the infectivity of BCV
particles in faeces from clinically normal adult cattle has so far not been demonstrated, calves born to carrier animals have a significantly higher risk of
developing diarrhoea (Collins et al., 1987; Bulgin et al., 1989). Subclinical persistent or recurrent infections are also common in both neonatal and older calves
and virus excretion from these animals may maintain a reservoir of infection for
susceptible calves (Heckert et al., 1990, 1991c, d; Kapil et aL, 1990).
Diagnosis
Enteric BCV infections are generally diagnosed by examination of faecal
samples for the virus. Initially negatively stained preparations were examined by
electron microscopy, but accurate identification of the virus was often difficult
(Stair et al., 1972; Durham et al., 1979). Virus recognition was facilitated by the use
of specific antibodies and gold conjugated probes (Langpap et al., 1979; Saif et al.,
1986; E1-Ghorr et al., 1988; Heckert et al., 1989). Virus isolation is rarely used as a
means of diagnosis as BCV is difficult to isolate, but some diagnostic tests are
based on the haernagglutinating properties of the virus. The simplest of these
methods is to use a haemagglutination (HA) test followed by a haemagglutination
inhibition (HAl) test to check for BCV specificity (Sharpee et al., 1976; Sato et aL,
1977). Faecal samples cause problems when tested in haemagglutination assays as
they contain non-specific haemagglutinins, so modifications have been made to
the basic HA test in an attempt to overcome this problem (Van Balken et al., 1978;
Sato et al., 1984).
Enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) are probably the most widely
used diagnostic test for BCV. Early assays were based on the use of polyclonal anti-.
sera (Reynolds et al., 1984), but more recently mAbs have been incorporated to
improve the specificity of these tests (Crouch et al., 1984; Crouch & Acres, 1984;
Czerny & Eichhorn, 1989). Recently dot blot hybridization assays have also been
described which use a cDNA probe labelled with either phosphorus-32 (P32) or
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biotin to detect BCV RNA (Shockley et al., 1987; Verbeek & Tijssen, 1988, 1990;
Verbeek et aL, 1990).
Treatment

Calves suffering from BCV enteritis should be treated by the standard methods
used to treat other forms of calf diarrhoea. The aim of treatment is to replace the
loss of fluids and electrolytes which can otherwise lead to dehydration and acidosis, and this is achieved by fluid replacement therapy which may also be
accompanied by discontinuing the feeding of milk. The fluids used should be balanced electrolyte solutions and these may be given via the oral or intravenous
routes. Oral administration of kaolin mixtures may be used to lessen the severity
of diarrhoea. Affected animals should be segregated from healthy animals and
kept in a warm area with fresh bedding.
Control

Protection against BCV diarrhoea is d e p e n d e n t on the presence of adequate
levels of specific antibodies in the gut lumen. In neonatal calves this local immunity is passively acquired from the dam in the form of antibodies ingested in the colostrum and milk. The predominant isotype involved is IgG1, and this is largely
derived from serum by a selective transport mechanism operating in the bovine
mammary gland. The level of BCV specific antibodies in the lacteal secretions is
very high at parturition but then declines rapidly (Rodak et al., 1982; Crouch &
Raybould, 1983). Duration of passively acquired immunity in the calf is prolonged
by resecretion of absorbed antibodies back into the gut lumen and by adherence
of immunoglobulins to the surface of the intestinal mucosa. Following natural
exposure to infection, calves develop active immunity to the virus and it is probably IgA antibodies at the mucosal surface which protect against reinfection (Saif,
1987; Heckert et al., 1991a, c). Diarrhoea is most likely to occur if the passively
acquired immunity declines before an adequate level of active immunity has developed. The offspring of cows with low serum antibody titres and therefore low
levels of antibody in their colostrum and milk are especially susceptible to infection, calves born to primiparous cows being particularly vulnerable (Woode &
Bridger, 1975; Moon et al., 1978; Crouch, 1985; Saif, 1985).
BCV diarrhoea can be prevented either by decreasing the challenge dose of
virus to susceptible animals or by increasing their levels of specific immunity. The
identification and segregation of carrier cows and calves should in theory decrease
the challenge dose of virus, but in practice this approach may be impossible as
BCV infections may be widespread even in a closed herd (Radostits & Acres, 1980;
Crouch & Acres, 1984; Bulgin et al., 1989; Heckert et al., 1990). The immune status
of susceptible calves may be raised either by parenteral vaccination of pregnant
cows to increase the level of passively acquired immunity or by oral vaccination of
neonatal calves to stimulate active immunity. At present there are no BCV vaccines
available in the UK, although several vaccines are available in other countries.
Parenteral vaccination of pregnant cows has proved successful for controlling
rotavirus diarrhoea in neonatal calves (Snodgrass et al., 1980, 1982). Vaccination
of pregnant mice has protected their offspring against BCV infection and the
same approach should be possible in cattle (Bengelsdorff, 1988). Most adult cows
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have measurable serum antibody titres to BCV as a result of natural infection
(Rodak et al., 1982), and the aim of vaccination is therefore to stimulate a secondary immune response which raises the level of protective antibody which is then
ingested by the sucking calf in the colostrum and milk. The resulting level of passively acquired immunity in the calf should both prevent disease whilst at the same
time permit subclinical infection to stimulate the development of active immunity.
It has already been demonstrated that colostrum containing high levels of BCV
specific antibodies will protect calves against clinical BCV infections, although it
has also been found that high levels of passive immunity depress the active antibody response to whole BCV and the S and HE gps (Heckert et al., 1991b, c). In
contrast to these findings, several groups have found that vaccination of cows with
either experimental or commercially available vaccines has little "or no effect on
the levels of BCV specific antibodies in the serum, colostrum and milk, and that
adequate protection of calves is not achieved (Myers & Snodgrass, 1982; Rodak et
al., 1982; Waltner-Toews et al., 1983; Collins et al., 1987; Mostl & Burki, 1988). It
has, however, been proposed that vaccination may prevent the increase in BCV
shedding which occurs from carrier cows at parturition (Collins et al., 1987).
Active immunization of calves by oral inoculation with live, attenuated BCV vaccines has protected colostrum deprived calves in experimental trials but has not
proved effective in field trials (Thurber et al., 1977). This is probably because the
vaccine virus is neutralized in the gut by passively acquired maternal antibodies.
Vaccine administration by the respiratory route has been proposed as an alternative method of stimulating active intestinal immunity without the need for primary
infection of the gut, but there is still a danger that the virus is neutralized by
maternal antibodies which have been absorbed systemically (Reynolds et al., 1985;
Saif et al., 1986). There is also a danger that the neonate may fail to respond
adequately to vaccines given by either the oral or respiratory routes due to immaturity of the immune system. In utero vaccination of bovine foetuses resulted in
protective levels of immunity in 6-day-old calves, but the frequency of abortions
and premature births precluded its practical application (Mullaney et aL, 1988).

BOVINE CORONAVIRUS AND RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS

In addition to being an enteric pathogen, BCV can also cause respiratory tract
infections in a wide age range of calves. Infection is generally subclinical, but
when clinical signs are present they are most commonly seen in calves between 2
and 16 weeks of age (Thomas et al., 1982; McNulty et al., 1984; Reynolds et al.,
1985; Singh et al., 1985; Saif et al., 1986; Saif, 1987; Mostl & Burki, 1989; Heckert et
al., 1990, 1991a, c, d; Tsunemitsu et al., 1991). Within the respiratory tract the primary sites of infection are the epithelial cells of the nasal cavity and trachea, where
infection may lead to mild upper respiratory signs such as rhinitis, sneezing and
coughing. Immunofluorescent staining of nasal epithelial ceils using BCV specific
antibodies is a valuable method for diagnosing these infections (Reynolds et al.,
1985). The virus may also infect the lower respiratory tract and cause minor lung
lesions, but clinical signs are generally absexlt. A more severe lower respiratory
tract involvement has, however, also been reported (Kapil et al., 1991). Bovine
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coronavirus respiratory tract infections are generally not sufficiently severe as to
require treatment, but they may predispose calves to more severe secondary lower
respiratory tract infections.
Current data suggest that BCVs originating from the enteric and respiratory
tracts are antigenically identical (Thomas et al., 1982; Vautherot & Laporte, 1983;
McNulty et aL, 1984; Reynolds et al., 1985; Tsunemitsu et al., 1991). Experimental
investigations have demonstrated that the outcome of infection is largely unaffected by both the origin of the virus (enteric or respiratory) and the route of inoculation (nasal or oral) (Saif et al., 1986). Infected calves frequently harbour BCV in
both the enteric and respiratory tracts simultaneously (Reynolds et al., 1985; Saif et
a/., 1986; Heckert et al., 1991d). The primary importance of BCV respiratory tract
infections may be that they allow virus transmission by the aerosol-nasal route, in
addition to the faecal-oral route generally used by enteric pathogens. Spread of
virus by aerosol infection is assisted by prolonged and recurrent shedding of virus
from the upper respiratory tract (Saif, 1987; Heckert et al., 1989, 1991d). In a
newly infected animal, initial virus replication in the upper respiratory tract may
provide a large number of infective particles protected by mucus which are then
transferred to the gut where a secondary infection occurs.

WINTER DYSENTERY

The precise cause of winter dysentery is still unclear, but in recent years BCV has
been widely implicated as the aetiological agent. For a more detailed account,
readers should refer to the review by Saif (1990). The disease occurs durng the
winter months in housed adult dairy and beef cattle, and is characterized by an
acute onset of dark, bloody diarrhoea accompanied by a dramatic fall in milk production. Affected animals may also develop a nasolacrimal discharge and cough,
and become depressed and anorexic. The disease spreads rapidly within an affected herd leading to a very high morbidity (50-100%), but the mortality rate is very
low (1-2%). Economic losses due to the drop in milk production can, however, be
very high, as production may not return to normal for several months.
The clinical signs and pathological changes associated with winter dysentery are
consistent with BCV being the causative agent (Van Kruiningen et al., 1987). Seroconversion to BCV has been demonstrated in affected cattle, and the virus has frequently been both detected in and isolated from diarrhoeic faecal samples. It has
yet to be proven whether this virus is a causative agent of winter dysentery, an
opportunistic invader or merely part of the normal microflora of the adult bovine
gut (Horner et al., 1975; Durham et al., 1979, 1989; Takahashi et al., 1980, 1983;
Espinasse et al., 1982; Broes et al., 1984; Saif et al., 1988, 1991; Benfield & Saif,
1990). The epidemiology of winter dysentery is also consistent with BCV being a
causative agent. Herds with a previous history of winter dysentery are more likely
to suffer further outbreaks of disease, possibly due to the presence of carrier animals. Coronaviruses survive best at low temperatures and at low intensities of ultraviolet light, leading to higher levels of environmental contamination in winter
(Pensaert & Callebaut, 1978). Since BCV may be transmitted by both the oral and
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respiratory routes, spread of infection is facilitated by the close confinement of
large numbers of cattle during the winter months.
The BCV associated with winter dysentery in adult cattle is closely related to the
virus which causes diarrhoea in neonatal calves (Akashi et al., 1980). Slightly different strains of the virus may, however, be involved in the two diseases, as Benfield &
Saif (1990) demonstrated that two out of three winter dysentery isolates failed to
agglutinate rat and mouse red blood cells, and that all three isolates failed to show
strong cross-reactivity with M strain BCV in serum neutralization tests. Whilst present data strongly suggest an association between BCV and winter dysentery, it is
not yet possible to induce diarrhoea consistently in adult cattle by oral inoculation
with faeces collected from natural cases of the disease, although diarrhoea has
been reproduced in gnotobiotic calves (Saif, 1990). Failure to reproduce the disease consistently in adult cattle may be because other risk factors are involved, and
these may include both environmental stress factors such as changes in diet and
low temperatures and also the presence of other microorganisms.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Research on BCV is currently at an exciting stage, as not only has our knowledge
of the virus advanced rapidly in recent years but a number of important questions
are likely to be resolved in the near future. The precise functions of the S and HE
gps in the initiation of infection remains to be elucidated, and the regions responsible for in vivo protection must be more fully mapped. The occurrence of infections in older animals, whether due to reinfection or the reactivation of subclinical persistent infections, should be further investigated, as should the possible
role of BCV in winter dysentery. Finally, and most importandy, effective vaccines
must be developed which protect calves against BCV diarrhoea and which may
also protect adult animals against winter dysentery. These vaccines may be either
conventional whole virus or subunit vaccines, but in either case the protective
levels of antibody should be defined and the effect of passive immunity on the
development of active immunity further examined.
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